This issue includes a number of examples of such travels where ideas, techniques or tools from other contexts or domains have been applied to produce innovative thinking. As all of us who have led creativity workshops at some point will be aware, one of the key constructs of creative thinking is to move away from the linear and logical to begin from a quite different starting point: not with the aim of eliminating logic, but putting it aside for a while on the journey to problem solution. De Bono, the guru of lateral thinking, argues that logic will be vital, because the ultimate solution must bear logical analysis; it is simply the process of getting to that solution which may require travels out of context. This is an easy idea to comprehend, but not so easy to put into practice. In order to look over the boundary hedge into another domain, we first have to consolidate our understanding of the existing domain, developing the absorptive capacity to respond to out of context ideas. A common student question at exam time is "which topics should I revise for assessment?" and while this attempt to make logical selections of learning and minimise the work of revision is understandable, it is fully opposed to the notion of learning and mastery of a domain. I can remember being disgruntled after exams which failed to ask questions on my favourite topics. But as an academic it is only too clear that the full extent of a subject must be familiar before synthesis and creativity can be brought to bear on moving the boundaries of understanding.
So to travel out of context requires confidence in the problem domain and a willingness to pick up clues from other domains which could apply an original twist. This can be seen in Brita-Paja, Gregorio, Llana, Preja and Riesco's work in this issue which apply techniques more commonly found in MOOCs to a face to face undergraduate course and Marta-Lazo, Frau-Meigs and Osuna-Acedo's paper on the transfer of sMOOC learning to professional teaching. Tsai similarly applies task-based learning to the teaching of English as Foreign Language and business writing and Suhonjic, Despotovic-Zrakic, Labus, Bogdanovic and Barac apply the concept of crowd-sourcing to peer learning. Other papers in this issue foster our understanding of the online learning environment, in particular Dai, Lu and Liu's work on student pathways through this environment and Thomas and Thorpe's literature review of online group facilitation.
The avid reader of Interactive Learning Environments can be sure of finding ideas, tools and techniques from a range of learning domains which could be applied to other contexts: treading creative pathways into the woods before bringing a sackful of ideas back onto the beaten track of our own research domains.
